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1. Introduction

One of the principal concerns of any firm is to configure the supply
of intermediate goods essential to its production. Of late, with the
liberalization of trade and the lowering of barriers to entry, supply
chain configurations have assumed global proportions. Indeed, in
several industries, it has become the trend for firms to cut across
national boundaries and outsource their supplies “offshore,” provided
the economic lure is strong enough. Many diverse factors influence
firms' decisions. First, of course, there is the immediate cost of
procuring the goods which—other things being equal—firms invari-
ably seek tominimize. Then there is the question of risk: a firmmay be
unwilling to commit itself to a single party and instead spread its
orders among others, even if they happen to be costlier, in order to
ensure a steady flow of inputs. Sometimes a firm may tie up with a
broad spectrum of suppliers so as to increase its access to the latest
technological innovation, which could be forthcoming from any one of
them. There can arise situations when a firm is impelled to select
suppliers that will be strategic allies in its endeavor to penetrate
newly emerging markets. For the analyses of these and other factors,
and how they impinge on firms' decisions, see, e.g., Jarillo (1993),
Spiegel (1993), Vidal and Goetschalckx (1997), Domberger (1998),
Aggarwal (2003), Shy and Stenbacka (2003), Yongmin Chen et al.
(2004) and Yutian Chen (2011).

One intriguing possibility that has been alluded to, but not much
explored, is that strategic incentives may arise in an oligopoly which
outweigh other considerations and play the pivotal role in firms'
selection of suppliers. Instances of this are presented by Jarillo and
Domberger, of which we recount only two.

The first case comes from Germany. AEG1 used to be a traditional
supplier to both BMW2 and Mercedes Benz. At some point, with a
view to vertical integration, Mercedes Benz acquired AEG. This caused
BMW to look for a different supplier, despite the inevitable extra costs
of the switch (see p. 67, Jarillo, 1993).

The second case involves General Electric (GE) in the United
States. In the early 1980s, GE investigated the possibility of
outsourcing its lower brand microwave ovens from outside, since
these had become too costly to manufacture at its factory inMaryland.
Discussions were first held with, and even trial orders given to,
Matsushita which happened to be a major rival of GE and also the
world leader for this product in terms of both volume and technology.
But ultimately GE turned to Samsung, then a small companywith little
experience inmicrowaves. The strategy entailed additional costs, such
sche Electricitätsgesellschaft.
ren Werke (or, Bavarian Motor Works).
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as sending American engineers to Korea, but it worked well for GE
(see, pp. 84–86, Jarillo, 1993; and also Case Study 6.2, p. 108,
Domberger, 1998).

Such case studies clearly point to the need for a game-theoretic
analysis. In this paper we bring to light a scenario in which the
outsourcing patterns emerge out of the strategic competition between
firms. We find that it is typically not the case that a firmwill outsource
supplies to its rivals. There are two distinct reasons for this. The first is
based on increasing returns to scale: if a firm places a sizeable order
with its rival, it significantly lowers the rival's costs on account of the
increasing returns, and this stands to its detriment in the ensuing
competition on the final product. Thus the firm is led to outsource to
others who may be costlier but, being out of the final product market,
do not pose the threat of future competition. The second reason is
more subtle and persists even in the case of constant returns to scale
(i.e., linear costs)—indeed, it comes to the fore in this case. It is the
main focus of this paper.

To be precise, suppose there are firms ℕ competing in the market
for a final product α. Intermediate goods η are critical inputs in the
production of α, but only some of the firms I⊂ℕ have the competence
to manufacture η at reasonable cost. The other firms J≡ℕ\I must
obtain η from elsewhere. One possibility is to outsource η to their
rivals in I. But there is also a fringe of firms O on the “outside” which
can manufacture η. What distinguishes O from I is that no firm in O

can enter the market for the final product α (this could be because it
lacks the technology to convert η to α, or else faces high set-up costs—
and, possibly, other barriers to entry—in the market α3). To keep
matters simple, we consider a purely linear model, i.e., in which the
costs of production for both η and α are linear; as is the market
demand for α.

Our main result is that, in this scenario, strategic considerations
can come into play that will cause the firms in J to outsource η
(outside) to O rather than (inside) to I, even if the costs of
manufacturing η are higher in O than in I, so long as they are not
much higher.

The intuition goes roughly as follows and is best seen when I and J

consist of single firms and the outside fringe O is a competitive sector
whosemembers simply quote their cost as the price at which theywill
provide the intermediate good (thus O has no strategic role here.
However, we show that our results remain intact when O is taken to
be strategic, indeed a monopolist,4 though at the cost of a more
complicated analysis). Suppose (i) I and J are Cournot duopolists
which compete in the market for the final product α; (ii) I and O can
produce the intermediate good η, but J cannot; and (iii) O cannot
enter the market for α. Thus Jmust decide how to allocate its order of
η between I andO, and then howmuch of it to use in the production of
α, freely disposing of the unused portion of η. We show that the
optimal course of action for J is to outsource exclusively to either I or
O, never to both, and to use the entire input5 to produce α. Now if J
outsources to I, then I immediately knows the amount outsourced.
This has the effect of establishing J as leader in the Stackelberg game
that ensues in the market for α, in which I is forced to become the
follower. In contrast, if J outsources to O then—thanks to the sanctity
3 In particular, think of the following set-up. The market for α is concentrated in the
“developed world.” The firms in O, on the other hand, are located offshore in the
“developing world” and can manufacture η but lack the (advanced) technology for
converting η to α. Even if some of them were to make the technological breakthrough,
they would face not just the standard set-up costs for penetrating the market α, but
further barriers to entry that pertain to foreign firms. This international setting
perhaps makes our hypothesis of an outside fringe O more viable. But we do not need
it, and all we formally postulate is the existence of this fringe.

4 The moment O has two or more (identical) firms, Bertrand competition will bring
the price they quote down to the level of their cost and O will in effect be a
competitive sector (note that we postulate linear costs and unbounded capacity).
Thus, within the parameters of our model, O can be strategic only if it is a monopolist.

5 Thus we show that, even if it is permitted, free disposal of ηwill never be availed of
in equilibrium.
of the secrecy clause—Iwill only know that J has struck a deal with O

but not the quantity that J has outsourced. Thus I and J will remain
Cournot duopolists in the ensuing game on market α.

If costs for manufacturing η do not vary toomuch between I andO,
then I will earn less as a Stackelberg follower than as a Cournot
duopolist. This will tempt I to push J towards O by quoting so high a
price for the intermediate good η that, in spite of the premium that J is
willing to pay for the privilege of being the leader, J prefers to go toO.
The temptation can only be resisted if it is feasible for I to provide η at
such an exorbitant price that it can recoup as provider what it loses as
follower. But such an exorbitant price is undercut by the competitive
price prevailing atO, as long asO's costs are not too much higher than
I's. The upshot is that in any subgame-perfect pure6 strategy Nash
equilibrium (SPNE) of the game, J will outsource to O.

Which subgame gets played between I and J on market α—
Cournot or Stackelberg—is thus not apriori fixed, but endogenous to
equilibrium. This is all themore striking since, in our overall game, the
option is open for firm J to outsource to both I andO and to thus bring
any “mixture” of the Stackelberg and Cournot games into play. The
logic of the SPNE rules out mixing and shows that only one of the two
pure games will occur along the equilibrium play.

Worthy of note is the fact that it is not J who has the “primary”
strategic incentive to outsource toO. This incentive resides with Iwho
is anxious to ward off J and force J to turn to O. The anxiety gets
played out when O does not have a severe cost disadvantage
compared to J. Otherwise, I is happy to strike a deal with J since it
can get high provider prices that compensate it for becoming a
follower. That inside firms would want to provide inputs to their
competitors at high prices is quite common and has been commented
on (e.g., Hart and Tirole, 1990; Ordover et al., 1990; Rey and Tirole,
2007).What is surprising in our scenario is that high prices are quoted
not to earn revenue at the expense of the competitor but instead to
ward it off and compel it to seek its supply elsewhere.

The actual argument is more intricate and the exact result is
presented in Section 4. As was said, there are no economies of scale or
cost advantages for the outside firmO. In fact, we suppose thatO has a
higher cost than I for manufacturing η. Our main result states that, if
O's cost does not exceed a well-defined threshold, J will outsource to
O in any SPNE.

Our formal model is as follows. The market for the intermediate
good ηmeets first, followed by duopolistic competition between I and
J on the final good α. Since the outside competitive fringe O stands
ready to supply η at its cost price, firm Imust counter this with a price
quote of its own for η. Then both firms I and J, seeing these prices,
decide how much of η to outsource to I and to O. The outsourcing
orders are subject to a secrecy clause, which is tantamount to I and J

placing their orders simultaneously. The only act that could destroy
the simultaneity is a preliminary announcement by I of the quantity of
η it intends to produce (outsource to itself). But, in the absence of an
external enforcement agency, such an announcement would not
constitute a credible commitment and would be like “cheap talk”
which can be ignored. We discuss this issue in more detail in
Section 5.1.

The secrecy clause is crucial for our analysis. It can be upheld on
the simple ground that it is routinely seen in practice (see, e.g.,
Temponi and Lambert, 2001; Ravenhill, 2003; Hoecht and Trott, 2006)
and it is often a legally binding provision (see, e.g., Khalfan, 2004;
Vagadia, 2007). The evidence supporting the secrecy clause is
discussed in Section 5.2. Moreover we give a plausibility argument
that, in certain scenarios, it holds endogenously in equilibrium.

It must also be pointed out that our model is one-shot
(corresponding to discounting the future very heavily if one were to
think of a multi-period setting) and in effect all goods are perishable.
6 Throughout our analysis, we confine ourselves to pure strategies.



8 E.g., Hamilton and Slutsky (1990), Robson (1990), Mailath (1993), Pal (1996), van
Damme and Hurkens (1999)—in all of which the timing of entry by firms is viewed as
strategic.

9 Though outsourcing is further boosted by economies of scale in our model. See
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With a long time horizon, durable goods and players who are patient,
other kinds of SPNE would surely emerge. All these considerations—
possibility of credible commitments, breakdown of the secrecy clause,
long time horizon—are clearly important issues but lie beyond the
scope of this paper.

Our analysis indicates that firms which position themselves on the
“outside,” by not entering the market for the final product, are more
likely to attract orders for intermediate goods. There is some evidence
that this can happen in practice. By the mid-1980s (see Ravenhill,
2003), US companies in the electronics industry were looking “to
diversify their sources of supply” in order to fare better against their
Japanese competitors. Malaysia and Singapore made a strong bid to
get the US business. A key feature of the government policies of both
nations was that “they were not attempting to promote national
champions in the electronic industry,” but the objective was rather “to
build a complementary supply base, not to create local rivals that
might displace foreign producers.” Their success in becoming major
supply hubs for electronic components is well documented. Of course
it is true that they had the advantage of low-cost skilled labor. But
what we wish to underscore is their deliberate and well-publicized
abstention from markets for the final products, which by itself gave
them a competitive edge. To reiterate this implication of our analysis
in more ambitious terms: the current widespread trend of outsourc-
ing to offshore locations may well persist for strategic reasons, even if
offshore costs were to rise, so long as the offshore companies abstain
from the final product markets of their clients.

The paper is organized as follows. We discuss the related literature in
Section 2. The model is presented in Section 3. The main result, together
with an intuitive outline of its proof, is described in Section 4. It holds in
both scenarios, whether the outside firm is strategic or part of a
competitive fringe. Section 5 discusses some extensions and variations
of the model. In Section 6 we revisit the main result and furnish its
technical details via Theorems 1 and 2 (which may be safely skipped by
the reader interested only in the essential qualitative message
conveyed by the main result). The proofs of these two theorems are in
the Appendix A (see, alternatively, Section 5 of Yutian Chen et al., 2010).7

2. Related literature

Outsourcing of inputs is such an important and widespread
phenomenon that it has been studied from various points of view.
First, it can be driven by cost considerations or by differences in
productivity across firms (see, e.g., Grossman and Helpman, 2002;
Antràs and Helpman, 2004; and the references therein). A second
argument is based on niche markets. A firm may be attracted to an
exclusive outsourcing contract with a supplier who can provide highly
specialized inputs, in order to market a differentiated final product
that limits the intensity of price competition (Shaked and Sutton,
1982). There are explanations based on economies of scale. It is cost-
effective to outsource inputs instead of undertaking redundant
investment of one's own, all the more so if one's rivals have already
gone to an outsider and created the scale there (Shy and Stenbacka,
2003). Even when the rival is doing in-house production, there is
pressure to outsource because placing orders with the rival will only
enhance its economies of scale and lower its costs, making it a more
formidable competitor in the final goods market (Yutian Chen and
Dubey, 2009). Another rationale for outsourcing is based on imperfect
competition in the input markets. By outsourcing orders with a
supplier to which its rival has already gone, a firm accomplishes two
things: first, it raises the input price, which softens the competition in
the final goods market and can generate a net gain (Buehler and
Haucap, 2006); second, it prevents the rival from extracting
monopolistic benefits from the supplier (Arya et al., 2008a). Another
7 The Appendix A can be also accessed at http://economics.ryerson.ca/dsen/web_
appendix.pdf.
line of argument in favor of outsourcing runs as follows. A vertically
integrated provider, which competes in the final product market, will
have incentive to “hold up” its supply once investments have been
sunk in the procurement process (Heavner, 2004). Furthermore there
is the considerable risk that the business plans of the input-seeking
firmwill get revealed to its rival via the orders placed. On both counts,
it is safer for the firm to outsource inputs to an outsider.

Of course, the other side of the story has also been discussed. If a
negotiated agreement can be reached to share the gains, it could
become optimal to order inputs from a rival (Spiegel, 1993). Indeed
trade of intermediate goods may enable rivals to collude, via
contractual agreements based on that trade, and thereby sustain a
high price in the downstream market for the final product (Yongmin
Chen, 2001; Yongmin Chen et al., 2004; Arya et al., 2008b).

Each of these explanations clearly has its ownmerit, but our purpose
here is to bring a new strategic consideration to the fore which can
sometimes be critical to firms' behavior. To this end, we present a
stripped-down model in which none of the factors mentioned are
present. There are no cost benefits, comparative advantage, niche
markets, economies of scale or possibility of collusion; nor is there
reluctance in the firm to reveal its business plans to the provider. On the
contrary, the strategic competition inourmodel creates incentive for the
input-seeking firm to fully reveal its plans to the vertically integrated
rival, with the intent of becoming Stackelberg leader in thefinal product
market. It is the rival who, seeing through this ploy, refuses to play the
role of the input provider and drives the firm to outsource elsewhere.

There is also considerable literature on endogenous Stackelberg
leadership.8 The paper most closely related to ours, and inviting
immediate comparison, is Baake et al. (1999). They consider a duopoly
model to examinewhat they call “cross-supplies”within an industry—
in our parlance, this is the phenomenon that a firm outsources to its
rival. The “endogenous Stackelberg effect” is indeed pointed out by
them: firm A, upon accepting the order outsourced by its rival B,
automatically becomes a Stackelberg follower in the ensuing game on
the final markets. But there are set-up costs of production in their
model, and provided these costs are high enough, A can charge B a
sufficiently highprice so as to be compensated for being a follower. The
upshot is that cross-supplies can be sustained in SPNE.

There are several points of difference between their model and
ours. First, their argument relies crucially on the presence of
sufficiently strong economies of scale (set-up costs). If these are
absent or weak, there is no outsourcing in SPNE in their model. In
contrast, in our model, outsourcing occurs purely on account of the
endogenous Stackelberg effect (recall that we have constant returns
to scale9). Second, outsourcing occurs only in some of their SPNE:
there always coexist other SPNEwhere it does not occur. In ourmodel,
the outsourcing is invariant across all SPNE. In short, they show that
outsourcing can occur, while we show that it must. Third, it is critical
for their result that there be no outside suppliers.10 Such suppliers
would generate competition that would make it infeasible for A to
charge a high price to B, invalidating their result. In our model, the
situation is different. We allow for both kinds of suppliers: those that
are inside as potential rivals and others that are outside. It turns out
that increasing the number of either type leaves our result intact (see
Section 5.5). Finally—and this, to our mind, is the most salient
difference—the economic phenomena depicted in Baake et al. and
here are different, indeed almost complementary. In Baake et al., the
issue is to figure out when a firm will outsource to its rival. Here we
Section 5.5.
10 Recall that these are suppliers who are not present as rivals in the final product
market.

http://economics.ryerson.ca/dsen/web_appendix.pdf
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11 We thank an anonymous referee for suggesting that we formally incorporate free
disposal in our model.
12 We are grateful to an anonymous referee for suggesting this variant.
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consider precisely the opposite scenario and pinpoint conditions
under which a firmwill turn away from its rival and outsource instead
to an outsider, even if the outsider happens to have a costlier
technology. The fact that both models take cognizance of the
endogenous Stackelberg effect is a technical—albeit interesting—
point. What is significant is that this effect is embedded in disparate
models and utilized to explain complementary economic phenomena.

3. The model

We shall first present Model 1 in whichO is a strategic monopolist
and then Model 2 where O is a competitive sector. The reason for this
order is mathematical brevity: Model 2 can immediately be derived
from Model 1 by the simple expedient of setting O's provider price
equal to its cost.

3.1. Model 1: strategic outside firm

For ease of notation, we substitute 0, 1, 2 for O, I, J. As was said,
firms 1 and 2 are duopolists in the market for a final good α. An
intermediate good η is required to produce α. Firm 1 can manufacture
η, but 2 cannot. There is an “outside” firm 0 which can also
manufacture η. What distinguishes 0 from 1 is that 0 cannot enter
the market for the final good α. Firm 0's sole means of profit is the
manufacture of good η for the “inside” firms 1 and 2.

Let x1 and x2 be the respective quantities of α produced by firms 1
and 2, and P(.) be the price of α. The inverse market demand for good
α is as follows where a is a positive constant.

P x1 + x2ð Þ = a−x1−x2 if x1 + x2b a and P x1 + x2ð Þ = 0 otherwise

ð1Þ

The constantmarginal cost of production of good η is c0 for 0 and c1
for 1. Furthermore both 1 and 2 can convert one unit of good η into
one unit of good α at the (for simplicity) same constant marginal cost,
which w.l.o.g we normalize to zero. We assume

0 b c1 b c0 b a + c1ð Þ= 2 ð2Þ

The condition c1bc0 gives a cost disadvantage to the outside firm 0
and loads the dice against good η being sourced to it. As (a+c1)/2 is
the monopoly price under cost c1, the inequality c0b(a+c1)/2
prevents firm 1 from automatically becoming a monopolist in the
market for good α.

The extensive form game between the three firms is completely
specified by the parameters c0; c1; a and so we shall denote it Γ(c0, c1,
a). For i∈ {0,1} and j∈ {1,2}, let

qij ≡ quantity of good η outsourced by firm j to firm i and

xj ≡ quantity of good α supplied by firm j:

The game Γ(c0, c1, a) is played as follows.

Stage I Firms 0 and 1 simultaneously and publicly announce prices p0
and p1 at which they are ready to provide good η.

Stage II For every (p0,p1), firms 1 and 2 play the two-stage game
G(p0,p1) where
Stage 1 Firm 2 chooses q21 (quantity of η to order from firm 1

at price p1).
Stage 2 For every (p0,p1,q21), 1 and 2 play the simultaneous-

move game G(p0,p1,q21) where

1. Firm 1 chooses q10 (quantity of η to order from firm 0 at price p0), q11

(quantity of η to produce by itself at cost c1) and x1 (quantity of α to
put up in the final goods market) subject to:
(i) q1

0+q1
1≥q2

1 (the total amount of η is at least q21 so that it is able
to honor its commitment to supply q2

1 units of η to firm 2) and
(ii) x1≤q1
0+q1

1−q2
1 (quantity of αmust be producible from the

amount of η left on hand after fulfilling the order of firm 2).
Note that “≤” is tantamount to allowing free disposal of the
intermediate good (input).11

2. Firm 2 chooses q2
0 (quantity of η to order from firm 0 at price p0)

and x2 (quantity of α to put up in the final goods market) subject to
x2≤q2

0+q2
1 (quantity of αmust be producible from the total η it has

ordered).

It remains to describe the payoffs of the three firms at the terminal
nodes of the game tree. Any such node is specified by p≡(p0,p1),
q≡ {qji} j=1,2

i=0,1 and x≡(x1,x2). For i=0,1,2, the payoff πi of firm i is given
by

π0ðp; qÞ = p0 q01 + q02
� �
|{z}
revenue from η

− c0 q01 + q02
� �
|{z}
cost of η

π1ðp; q; xÞ= Pðx1 + x2Þx1|{z}
revenue from α

+ p1q
1
2|{z}

revenue from η

− p0q
0
1 + c1q

1
1

� �
|{z}

cost of η

and

π2ðp; q; xÞ= Pðx1 + x2Þx2|{z}
revenue from α

− p0q
0
2 + p1q

1
2

� �
|{z}

cost of η

This completes the description of the game Γ(c0, c1, a).

Remark. (On the timing of moves)

We have supposed in our game that firm 2 chooses q21 in stage II(1)
after finding out p0,p1 announced in stage I; and that subsequently it
chooses q2

0,x2 in stage II(2) but without knowing anything further
than p0,p1,q21. This is entirely equivalent to choosing q2

1,q20,x2
simultaneously in stage II(1) after finding out p0,p1.

But for firm 1, the timing we have described is important. Firm 1
chooses q1

0,q11,x1 after finding out the order q21 placed by firm 2. This
timing is logically necessary. Were firm 1 to announce q1

0,q11,x1 before
knowing q2

1, it could always renege on its announcement and choose a
new q̃01;q̃

1
1; x̃1 after knowing q2

1. Due to the secrecy clause, firm 2 does
not even know if and when firm 1 has gone to 0, leave aside the
quantity q1

0 it has ordered. As for q11 and x1, these are known to firm 1
alone. Thus firm 1 has the full power to revise q1

0,q11,x1. In the absence
of binding contracts, which could be written before a third party such
as a courthouse empowered to enforce it, the prior announcement of
q1
0,q11,x1 by firm 1 does not constitute a credible commitment and has

no effect (see Section 5.1).

3.2. Model 2: competitive outside fringe

For contrast, and to gain better perspective, we shall consider a
variant12 Model 2 in which O is a competitive fringe of many outside
firms. In this scenario we may take the choice made by a repre-
sentative firm 0 of O to be p0≡c0 (so that π0≡0). Thus firm 0 is in
effect a “strategic dummy” and we wind up with strategic com-
petition only between firms 1 and 2. We denote this game Γ̃ c0; c1; að Þ.
The formal mathematical definition of Γ̃ c0; c1; að Þ is exactly the same
as that of Γ(c0,c1,a) except that we take p0≡c0 to be an exogenously
fixed constant. We seek to find subgame-perfect pure strategy Nash
equilibrium (SPNE) of Γ(c0,c1,a) and Γ̃ c0; c1; að Þ. Henceforth we shall
often denote the games by simply Γ and Γ̃̃.



Fig. 1. SPNE of Γ(c0,c1,a) and Γ̃ c0; c1; að Þ.

14 Since we have linear costs and unbounded capacity, there is no autonomous costly
action (such as building up excess capacity à la Dixit, 1980) that 1 can undertake to
signal its commitment. An external agency is needed for this purpose.
15 For example, see Article 39 of TRIPS (Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
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4. The main result

Our main result asserts that if the cost disadvantage of the outside
firm 0 is not too significant (i.e. c0−c1 is not too large), then there is
outsourcing to 0 in any SPNE of both Γ and Γ̃̃.

Themain result. (Strategic outsidefirmor competitive outside fringe)

There is a threshold θ̂ c1ð Þ∈ c1; a + c1ð Þ= 2ð Þ such that if c0∈
c1; θ̂ c1ð Þ

� �
, then in any SPNE of either Γ or Γ̃, firm 2 orders η exclusively

from the outside firm 0.

Proof. For an intuitive outline, see Section 4.1; and for full details, see
Section 6 in conjunction with the Appendix A. ■

Observe that when c0∈ c1; θ̂
� �

, firm 0 has a cost disadvantage
compared to firm 1, yet 2 outsources η to 0 rather than to 1. Strategic
considerations dominate firms' behavior here. To keep these strategic
incentives in the foreground, we have assumed in the paper that
c0Nc1.13 The main result is also summarized in Fig. 1, in which c0 is
varied on the horizontal axis, holding a and c1 fixed.

This figure confirms our claim that outsourcing to offshore
locations will persist for strategic reasons, even if offshore costs rise
moderately so long as the offshore companies abstain from the final
product markets of their clients.

4.1. Intuitive outline of the proof

Though the formal proof is in the Appendix A, and entails some
necessary technical computations, its heuristic is quite straightfor-
ward and goes as follows. We apply backward induction to determine
SPNE of Γ and Γ̃. We therefore begin from stage II(2) of these games.
Here p0,p1,q21 are given and firms 1,2 play the simultaneous-move
game G(p0,p1,q21). It can be viewed as a Cournot game in which firm 2
has built a “capacity” of q21 prior to the game. We show that if the
capacity q21 is too small, the game yields the standard Cournot outcome
and if it is too large, part of the capacity remains unutilized (thus for
any p1N0, building a very large capacity cannot be optimal for firm 2).
Intermediate capacities have a commitment value and effectively
establishes firm 2 as the Stackelberg leader in the final good market α.

Nextwemove back to stage II(1). Here p0,p1 are given andfirm2has
to choose its capacity q2

1. We show that firm 2's optimal choice is either

(i) to order nothing from firm 1 (i.e. q21=0) and instead order
exclusively from firm 0 to obtain the Cournot profit with cost p0,
or

(ii) to order nothing from firm 0 (i.e. q20=0) and order exclusively
the Stackelberg leader output from firm 1 (i.e. build a capacity
q2
1 exactly equal to this output).

Whether firm 2 prefers to be the Stackelberg leader or a Cournot
duopolist depends on the relative values of p0 and p1. For any p0, we
identify a function τ(p0) that represents the leadership premium: if
p1bτ(p0), firm 2 prefers to be the Stackelberg leader and if p1Nτ(p0), it
prefers to be a Cournot duopolist (see Section 6.3 for a precise
description of τ).

Finally we arrive at stage I where firms 0 and 1 simultaneously set
prices p0,p1 for the intermediate good η (for Γ̃, where firm 0 is part of a
competitive fringe, it has no strategic role and p0 automatically equals c0).
Any p0,p1 leads to the game G(p0,p1) whose SPNE results in either the
Cournot outcome or the Stackelberg outcome. In the Cournot outcome, 2
orders the good η exclusively from firm 0 and then the Cournot game
ensues between firms 1 and 2 in the final good market α. In the
Stackelberg outcome, 2 orders η exclusively from firm 1 and then the
13 Below this interval, when c0≤c1, 0 has a cost advantage over 1 and so 2 even more
readily outsourced to 0; in fact, for small enough c0, both 1 and 2 outsource to 0.
Stackelberg game ensues between firms 1 and 2 in themarketαwith 2 as
the leader and 1 the follower. Firm 1's profit in the market α is clearly
lowerwhen it is the Stackelberg follower rather than a Cournot duopolist.
Therefore 1 prefers to be the follower only if it can obtain a sufficiently
high supplier price of η from firm 2 so that it can recover its losses in the
market α. However, if firm 0 is not too inefficient compared to 1, it can
undercut a high price of η set by 1. We identify a threshold θ̂ for regime
change (see Section 6.3 for its precise description) such thatwhen 0's unit
cost c0 is below θ̂, any SPNE will entail firm 2 ordering η exclusively from
the outside firm 0, followed by the Cournot outcome in the market α. If
c0 N θ̂,firm2orders η exclusively fromfirm1, followedby the Stackelberg
outcome in the market αwith 2 as the leader and 1 the follower.

5. Discussion and extensions

5.1. Credible commitment versus public announcement

When firm 2 orders q21 units of the intermediate good η from firm
1, this constitutes a contract between the two parties, whereby 2 is
able to credibly commit itself to the purchase of q21 while 1 credibly
commits to supply q2

1 to firm 2. Were one party to renege on its
purchase or sale, the other party would have recourse to the signed
contract to take it to task.

The situation is quite different when firm 1 simply announces that
it will produce q11 units for itself. If 1 were to renege, would 1 take itself
to task? In the absence of an external enforcement agency (like a
courthouse), where 1 could go and write a binding contract to
produce q1

1 or else be liable for severe punishment, 1's announcement
is simply that: just “cheap talk” and not a credible commitment.

Weruleout thepossibilityof suchbindingcontracts inourmodel. Thus
if we envisage the gamewhere, anxious to be a Stackelberg leader, firm 1
first announces q11 and then firm2 comes to it to order q21, 1will always be
free to change its mind later regarding q1

1 upon hearing q2
1. This fact is

common knowledge to all the players. Hence every subgame that follows
an announcement by 1, is still Γ(c0,c1,a). Sincewe are looking at Subgame
Perfect Nash Equilibria, adding the initial announcements will have no
effect and the same equilibria will occur in the subgames as before.

Were an external agency in place to enable 1 to make credible
commitments,14 our analysis would no longer hold and it may well be
possible for 1 to emerge as a Stackelberg leader, with 2 outsourcing to
1. But our model rules out such a mechanism.

5.2. The secrecy clause

It is crucial to our analysis that the quantity outsourced by any firm
j=1,2 to 0 cannot be observed by the rival firm. This can be justified
on the ground that outsourcing contracts in practice do incorporate
secrecy (non-disclosure) clauses (see, e.g., Temponi and Lambert,
2001; Ravenhill, 2003; Hoecht and Trott, 2006). In fact, in many cases
it is legally binding to have such clauses. Offshore outsourcing
contracts are likely to come under the general purview of interna-
tional trade laws that ensure protection of confidential information.15
Rights), WTO (World Trade Organization, 1994) http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_
e/trips_e/t_agm3_e.htm. Portions of Article 39 pertaining to non-disclosure clause are
cited in Section 6.2 of Yutian Chen et al. (2010, p.27).

http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/trips_e/t_agm3_e.htm
http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/trips_e/t_agm3_e.htm
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Turning more specifically to outsourcing contracts, there is evidence
of widespread use of the secrecy clause. For example, in his study of
projects outsourced to Kuwait, Khalfan (2004: 61) states that “Taking
into consideration that a particular vendor may work simultaneously
with two competing organisations, extra caution must therefore be
exercised to ensure that data confidentiality is not compromised...”
Similarly, discussing data protection laws of the European Union in
the context of outsourcing, Vagadia (2007: 121) points out that
contracting parties should agree “...not to divulge confidential
information belonging to the other to any third party...”.

The secrecy clause is indeedwidely used inpractice,which iswhywe
took it be exogenously given in our model. However, it can often be
deduced to hold endogenously in equilibrium (in appropriately
“enlarged” games). Indeed suppose that the quantity q outsourced by
2 to 0 can be made “public” (and hence observable by 1) or else kept
“secret” between 2 and 0. We argue that a public contract can never
occur (be active) at an SPNE, as long as the game provides sufficient
“strategic freedom” to its various players. For suppose it did occur: 1
knew that 2 buys q units of η from 0 at price p0. Thus 1 is a Stackelberg
follower in the final market α, regardless of whom 2 chooses to
outsource η to. Itwould be better for 1 to quote a lower pricep0−ε for η.
Thiswould be certain to lure 2 to outsource to1. But p0≥c0, since0 could
not be making losses at the presumed SPNE; hence p0−εNc1 for small
enough ε (recall c0Nc1). By manoeuvering 2's order to itself, firm 1 thus
earns a significant profit on the manufacture of η. It does lose a little on
themarket forα, because 2 has a lower cost p0−ε of η (compared to the
p0 earlier), but the loss is of the order of ε. Thus 1 has made a profitable
unilateral deviation, contradicting that we were at an SPNE.

Note that our argument relies on the fact that 1 has the strategic
freedom to “counter” the public contract. If, furthermore, 0 also has
the freedom to reject the public contract and counter it with a secret
contract, then—foreseeing the mentioned deviation by firm 1—firm 0
will only opt for secret contracts.

The most simple instance of such an enlarged game is obtained by
inserting an initial binary move by 0 at the start of our game Γ. This
represents a declaration by 0 as to whether its offer to 2 is by way of a
public or a secret contract. The game Γ follows 0's declaration. It is easy
to verify that any SPNE of the enlarged game must have 0 choosing
“secret,” followed by an SPNE of Γ. Of course, more complicated
enlarged games can be thought of. For example, after the simulta-
neous announcement of p0 and p1 in our game Γ, suppose firm 2 has
the option to choose “Public q” or “Secret q” in the event that it goes to
0, followed by “Accept” or “Reject” by 0. Clearly 1 finds out q only if
“Public q” and “Accept” are chosen. On the other hand, if 0 chooses
“Reject” we (still having to complete the definition of the enlarged
game) could suppose that 2's order of η is automatically directed to 1.
This game is more complex to analyze, but our argument mentioned
still applies and shows that a public contract will never be played out
in any SPNE.

We thus see that the secrecy clause can often emerge endoge-
nously from strategic considerations, even though—for simplicity—we
postulated it in our model. It is apparent that the firm placing orders
(firm 2 in our model) may demand secrecy in order to protect
sensitive information from leaking out to its rivals and destroying its
competitive advantage. Our analysis reveals that the firm taking the
orders (i.e., firm 0) may also—for more subtle strategic reasons—have
a vested interest in maintaining the secrecy clause.

5.3. Price competition

One key issue is the extent to which our main result is sensitive to
the mode of competition.16 Our result turns on the fact that when a
non-integrated firm (firm 2 in our model) outsources inputs to its
vertically integrated rival (firm 1), then 2 automatically becomes a
16 We are grateful to an anonymous referee for raising this issue.
Stackelberg leader in the market α for the final good, which stands to
2's advantage because of the quantity competition on α. But what if
there was price competition instead on market α? Would the
Stackelberg “leadership premium” for 2 still obtain?

Much depends on the timing of moves, and the flow of information.
In the current literature (e.g., Yongmin Chen, 2001; Yongmin Chen et al.,
2004; Arya et al., 2008b), it is assumed that 2 outsources inputs to 1 after
both have set prices and solicited demand on the final goodmarket, and
made it common knowledge. Under this assumption, the Stackelberg
effect disappears. But if there is a gestation period of any significance in
converting inputs into the final product, then this assumption is no
longer viable, and it is more reasonable to suppose that inputs are
outsourced and paid for upfront before the competition begins on the
market α for the final good (at least as long as we contemplate “spot,”
not “futures,”markets for the final good). The outsourcing order (by 2 to
its vertically integrated rival 1) then becomes tantamount to a
“capacity” build-up by 2 prior to price competition on market α. This
in turn has the effect of indirectly establishing 2 as Stackelberg leader,
provided that the costs of 1 are sufficiently below those of alternative
input suppliers that 2 could avail of on the outside (we omit all details,
but see the recent paper by Pierce and Sen (2009), where a detailed
analysis is carried out along these lines in the context of a Hotelling
duopoly on market α). To sum up: the Stackelberg effect, and thus also
ourmain result, remains intact even in thepresenceof price competition
as long as the vertically integrated rival's costs for producing inputs are
sufficiently lower than those of the outside firms.

5.4. Alternative pricing schemes

The pricing scheme we have considered in our model is unit-
based, i.e., an input provider charges a constant price for each unit that
it supplies. Although other schemes such as flat fees and profit-
sharing arrangements are sometimes used in outsourcing, unit-based
pricing is the most prevalent (see, e.g., Barthélemy, 2003; Robinson
and Kalakota, 2004; Vagadia, 2007).

Not surprisingly, many papers (for instance, most of those that we
have cited) are based on unit pricing. However, it is important to go
beyond this benchmark and investigate alternative pricing schemes
and their influence on the pattern of outsourcing. This is an issue that
we hope to take up in future work.

5.5. Variations of the model

Our model can be varied in many ways, but the essential theme
remains intact: if O's costs are not much higher than I's, J will
outsource to O. Here we briefly indicate a few possible variations.

5.5.1. Economies of scale
When there are increasing, instead of constant, returns to scale in

the manufacture of the intermediate good η, a new strategic
consideration arises, though it does not affect the tenor of our results.
The primary strategic incentive to outsource to the outside firm 0 can
shift from firm 1 to firm 2. For now 2must worry that if it outsources η
to 1, then 1 will develop a cost advantage on account of economies of
scale. In other words, 1 will be able to manufacture η for itself at an
average cost that is significantly lower than what it charges to 2. This
might outweigh any leadership advantage that 2 obtains by going to 1.
So, foreseeing a competitor in 1 that is fierce in spite of being a
follower, 2 would prefer to outsource to 0 as long as 0's price is not too
much above 1's. This, in turn, will happen if 0's costs are not
significantly higher than 1's. But then, if 2 is outsourcing to 0,
economies of scale can drive 1 to outsource to 0 as well!

These two strategic considerations, the first impelling 1 to push 2
towards 0 and the second impelling 2 to turn away from 1 on its own
and to seek out 0, are intermingled in the presence of economies of
scale. It is hard to disentangle them and say precisely when one fades
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out, leaving spotlight on the other. But by eliminating economies of
scale altogether, we were able to focus on just the first scenario,
wherein the game turns essentially on the informational content of
the strategies.

Economies of scale can easily be incorporated in our model.
Suppose the average cost ci(q) of manufacturing q units of η falls (as q
rises) for both i=0,1. For simplicity, suppose ci(q) falls linearly and
that c0(q)=λc1(q) for some positive scalar17 λ. It can then be shown
that there exists a threshold λ⁎N1 such that if λbλ ⁎:

(i) firm 2 outsources to firm 0 in any SPNE,
(ii) both firms 1 and 2 outsource to firm 0 in any SPNE when

economies of scale are not too small.

This result is established in Yutian Chen and Dubey (2009).18

5.5.2. Discriminatory pricing
The outsourcing result for increasing returns hinges on the fact that

0 cannot quote discriminatory19 provider prices to 1 and 2, otherwise 0
could benefit by setting different prices in sequence to 1 and 2.

One reason firm 1 might conceivably buy η from 0, at a price
necessarily as high as c0 (and therefore higher than its own cost c1), is
to make public its order and become a Stackelberg leader vis-a-vis 2.
But this is ruled out by the secrecy clause.

Alternatively, firm 1 may decide to buy its inputs from 0 in order to
influence 0's pricing to its rival firm 2. This line of reasoning has been
formallydeveloped inAryaet al. (2008a) as follows. Theoutside supplier0
offers its input prices to firms 1 and 2 in sequence. In this setting, when
firm 1 places its input orderswith firm0, it is in 0's interest to ensure high
sales for 1 in the market α for the final good. This induces firm 0 to set a
high input price forfirm2 subsequent to the deal 0 has struckwith 1. Thus
the overall effect is that, by ordering first from 0, firm 1 effectively raises
the cost of its rivalfirm2. This result inAryaet al. (2008a) isdrivenby their
critical assumption that firm 1 must commit on its “make-or-buy”
decision before 0 sets its input price for 2. In contrast, in our model, we
impose no such advance exclusivity commitment: firm 1 can buy its
inputs from 0 as well as make them in-house. When 1 is given this
flexibility, it will not purchase from 0 because the equilibrium price
offered by 0 cannot be less than c0Nc1. Foreseeing thatfirm1will produce
its inputs entirely in-house, the incentive for firm 0 to favor 1 by setting a
high price for 2 will disappear in our setting.

5.5.3. Multiple firms of each type
Suppose there are n1, n2 replicas of firms 1 and 2. The timing of moves

is assumed to be as before, with the understanding that all replicas of a
firmmove simultaneously wherever that firm had moved in the original
game. Restricting attention to type-symmetric SPNE, Theorem 1 again
remains intact with a lower threshold in terms of the value of θ̂ c1ð Þ.

5.5.4. Only outside suppliers
The strategic incentives that we have analyzed can arise in other

contexts. Suppose, for instance, that 1 and 2 both need to outsource the
supply of the intermediate good η to outsiders O={O1,O2,…}. If 2 goes
first to O and 1 knows which Oi has received 2's order, then 1 will have
incentive to outsource to some Oj that is distinct from Oi, even if Oj's costs
arehigher thanOi's, so longas they arenotmuchhigher. For if 1went toOi,
17 Thus c1(q)=max{0,c−bq} and c0(q)=λmax {0,c−bq} for positive scalars b, c, λ.
18 It is needed here that the economies of scale be not too pronounced, other-
wise pure strategy SPNE may fail to exist. More precisely, for the average cost function
c1(q)=max{0,c−bq}, it is assumed that 0bbbc/2a to guarantee (i) the existence of
pure strategy SPNE and (ii) in equilibrium, the quantity produced entails positive
marginal cost.
19 Note that in our main model discriminatory prices are of no avail on account of
constant returns to scale: firm 1 will always produce η by itself at a lower cost c1 and
ignore 0's offer.
itmight have to infer the size of 2's orders and thusbeobliged to becomea
Stackelberg follower (e.g., because Oi has limited capacity and can attend
to 1's order only after fully servicing the prior order of 2). Alternatively,
even if 1 does not know who 2 has outsourced to, or indeed if 2 has
outsourced at all, it may be safer for 1 to spread its order among several
firms in O so that it minimizes the probability of becoming 2's follower.
We leave the precise modeling and analysis of such situations for future
research.

6. SPNE of Γ and Γ̃: the detailed characterization

In this section we fully characterize the SPNE of Γ in Theorem 1 and
of Γ̃ in Theorem 2. These two theorems together furnish the technical
details of themain result. To enunciate them simply it will be useful to
first state the following (intuitively credible) lemma:

Lemma 1. In any SPNE of Γ or Γ̃,we must have (i) p0≥c1 and (ii) q10=0
(firm 1 does not outsource to firm 0).

Proof. See the Appendix A or Section 4.1 of Yutian Chen et al. (2010).
■

6.1. Main features of SPNE

By Lemma 1, in any SPNE play of Γ or Γ̃, firm 1's constant marginal
cost is c1. Before describing the results formally, it will be useful to
summarize five main features of an SPNE which capture the essential
strategic interactions in our model (and whose formal proofs, as was
said, are in the Appendix A like all other proofs).

(i) Exclusive order of η by firm 2: for the game G(p0,p1) that follows
the announcement (p0,p1) (for Γ̃, p0≡c0), firm 2 orders η
exclusively either from firm 1 at price p1 (i.e. q20=0) or from
firm 0 at price p0 (i.e. q21=0).

(ii) No wastage of η: every unit of η ordered by firm 2 is completely
utilized to supply α, i.e., q20+q2

1=x2. For firm 1, every unit of η
that it produces is completely utilized either to supply α or to
provide η to firm 2, i.e., q11=q2

1+x1.
(iii) Cournot and Stackelberg outcomes: if 2 orders η from 1, the

amount q2
1 has a commitment value prior to the play of the

ensuing game G(p0,p1,q21) which establishes 2 as the Stackelberg
leader in market α. If 2 orders η from 0, then 1 and 2 stay as
Cournot duopolists. Accordingly, one of the following duopoly
games is played inmarketα, wherefirm1's unit cost is always c1.
• K(p0): the Cournot duopoly with firms 1,2 where 2 has unit
cost p0,

• S(p1): the Stackelberg duopoly with firm 2 as the leader and
firm 1 the follower where 2 has unit cost p1.
Let (k1(p0),k2(p0)) be the quantities of firms 1 and 2 in the
unique NE of K(p0) and s̃1 p1ð Þ; s̃2 p1ð Þð Þ be the quantities in
the unique SPNE of S(p1). Define the constrained leader and
follower outputs20 as

s2 p1ð Þ := minfs̃2 p1ð Þ; k2 0ð Þg and
s1 p1ð Þ := maxfs̃1 p1ð Þ; k1 0ð Þg

In the game G(p0,p1), (a) the Cournot outcome is played if
(x1,x2)=(k1(p0),k2(p0)) and (b) the Stackelberg outcome is
played if (x1,x2)=(s1(p1),s2(p1)).

(iv) Leadership premium for firm 2: let ϕ2(p0) and L(p1) be firm 2's
profits inK(p0) and S(p1).Whether 2 prefers the Cournot or the
20 Firm 2 cannot use its order q21 to gain unlimited leadership advantage from firm 1.
If 2 chooses q21Nk2(0) (firm 2's Cournot output when it has the minimum possible cost
0), its order ceases to have any commitment value. For this reason, if the Stackelberg
leader output s̃2 p1ð Þ exceeds k2(0), it is optimal for 2 to choose x2=k2(0) to exercise a
limited leadership position.
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Stackelberg outcome depends on its unit costs at these two
duopolies. If p1≤p0, then clearly 2 would prefer to be the
Stackelberg leader rather than a Cournot duopolist. Even if
p1Np0, 2 would still prefer to be the leader as long as p1 is not
too large, that is, firm 2 is willing to pay a premium in terms of
higher cost to be the leader. There is a continuous and
increasing function τ(p0) that represents this leadership
premium, i.e.,

L p1ð Þ ⪌ ϕ2 p0ð Þ⇔ p1 ⪋ τ p0ð Þ ð3Þ

If (p0,p1) is part of an SPNE of Γ, then p1=τ(p0), making firm 2
just indifferent between the Cournot and the Stackelberg
outcomes.21 Due to this, to identify SPNE it is useful to define
for any interval [u,υ]p [c1, (a+c1)/2],

Graph τð Þ u;υ½ � ≡ p0; p1ð Þ jp0 ∈ u;υ½ �;p1 = τ p0ð Þf g

Fig. 2 portrays (Graph τ)[u,υ].
(v) Threshold for regime change: let ϕ1(p0) and f(p1) be firm 1's

profits in market α in K(p0) and S(p1). Under the Cournot
outcome, firm 1 receives no order of η from firm 2 (i.e. q21=0),
so firm 1's payoff is simply ϕ1(p0). Under the Stackelberg
outcome, firm 2 orders its required η exclusively from firm 1
(i.e. q21=s2(p1)), so 1 obtains (p1−c1)s2(p1) frommarket η and
its payoff is F(p1)= f(p1)+(p1−c1)s2(p1). Taking p1=τ(p0),
firm 1 obtains F(τ(p0)) if the Stackelberg outcome is played.
There is a constant θ̂ c1ð Þ that represents the threshold for regime
change22 for firm 1 as follows:

ϕ1 p0ð Þ ⪌ F τ p0ð Þð Þ⇔ p0 ⪋ θ̂ ð4Þ

Thus, firm 1 prefers the Cournot outcome if and only if p0 ≤ θ̂. Firm
0 receives no order under the Stackelberg outcome, so it obtains zero
payoff there. Under the Cournot outcome, q2

0=k2(p0), so firm 0
obtains (p0−c0)k2(p0). Thus, firm 0 prefers the Cournot outcome if
and only if p0≥c0. By the Nash Equilibrium reasoning, it follows that
the Cournot outcome is played in an SPNE only when both 0 and 1
prefer this outcome, which is the case if and only if c0 ≤ θ̂. On the other
hand, the Stackelberg outcome is played in an SPNE only when both 0
and 1 prefer this outcome, which is the case if and only if c0 ≥ θ̂:

6.2. Characterization of SPNE

Theorem 1. (Strategic outside firm)

There is a threshold θ̂ ≡ θ̂ c1ð Þ∈ c1; a + c1ð Þ= 2ð Þ such that, in the game
Γ the following hold.

(I) If c0∈ c1; θ̂
� �

; there is a continuum of SPNE, indexed by supplier
prices p0;p1ð Þ∈ Graph τð Þ c0; θ̂

h i
. For any such (p0,p1), firm 2

outsources η to the outside firm 0 and the Cournot outcome is
played in G(p0,p1), i.e., q21=0, q11=x1=k1(p0) and q2

0=x2=k2
(p0).

(II) If c0∈ θ̂; a + c1ð Þ= 2
� �

, there is a continuum of SPNE, indexed by
supplier prices p0;p1ð Þ∈ Graph τð Þ θ̂; c0

h i
: For any such (p0,p1),
21 The reason is if firm 2 strictly prefers one of these outcomes, the firm that is
supplying η to 2 at that outcome can improve its payoff by slightly raising the price of
η. This result does not necessarily hold for the game Γ̃ as firm 0 has no strategic role
there.
22 Both τ(p0) and θ̂ c1ð Þ, which occur in the statements of Theorems 1 and 2, have
simple closed-form formulae in terms of the exogenous parameters a,c0,c1 of the
model, and are presented in Section 6.3 in the end of this paper. They may appear
cryptic, but are required for the sake of completeness (see the Appendix A, or Section 5
of Yutian Chen et al. (2010) for their derivation and justification).
firm 2 outsources η to firm 1 and the Stackelberg outcome is
played in G(p0,p1), i.e., q20=0, q11=q2

1+x1, q21=x2= s2(p1) and
x1=s1(p1).

(III) Finally, if c0 = θ̂; there are two SPNE with the same supplier
prices (p0,p1)=(c0,τ(c0)). In the first SPNE firm 2 outsources η to
0 and the Cournot outcome is played in G(p0,p1); in the second
SPNE firm 2 outsources η to 1 and the Stackelberg outcome is
played.

Proof. See the Appendix A or Section 5 of Yutian Chen et al. (2010).■

Essentially the same qualitative result can be stated for Model 2
(the game Γ̃ c1; c0; að Þ), with some obvious modifications spelled out
later. First, a little terminology. We say that two SPNE are “equivalent
in real terms” if they only differ in the provider prices quoted by the
firm to which nothing is outsourced. In other words, the two SPNE
must have the same quantities q≡{qji} j=1,2

i=0,1, and also the same prices
except perhaps the provider price pi (i=0,1) at which there is no
outsourced order (i.e., q1i +q2

i =0).

Theorem 2. (Competitive outside fringe)

There is a threshold θ̂ ≡ θ̂ c1ð Þ∈ c1; a + c1ð Þ= 2ð Þ (same as the
threshold in Theorem 1 with the strategic outside firm) such that, in
the game Γ̃ the following hold.

(I) Same as Theorem 1 except that p1∈ [τ(c0),∞) and the continuum
of SPNE are equivalent in real terms.

(II) Same as Theorem 1 except that the continuum of SPNE collapses to
a unique SPNE with p1=τ(c0).

(III) Finally, if c0 = θ̂; there is a continuum of SPNE. In one of these,
p1=τ(c0) and firm 2 outsources η to firm 1. The rest are indexed
by p1∈ [τ(c0),∞), are equivalent in real terms and have firm 2
outsourcing to firm 0.

Proof. See the Appendix A or Section 5 of Yutian Chen et al. (2010).■

6.3. The functions τ and θ̂

For the sake of completeness, we give the formulae for the
functions τ; θ̂ that appear in the statements of Theorems 1 and 2 (they
are derived in the Appendix A, alternatively Section 5 of Yutian Chen
et al., 2010).

Define τ1,τ2 : [c1, (a+c1)/2]→R+ as

τ1 p0ð Þ := 4p0 a + c1−p0ð Þ= 3 a + c1ð Þ and
τ2 p0ð Þ := 3−2

ffiffiffi
2

p� �
a + c1ð Þ= 6 + 2

ffiffiffi
2

p
p0 = 3

image of Fig.�2
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Denote

θ c1ð Þ :=
ffiffiffi
2

p
−1

� �
a + c1ð Þ= 2

ffiffiffi
2

p

The function τ(p0) is the continuous and increasing function
defined by

τ p0ð Þ = τ1 p0ð Þ if p0 b θ c1ð Þ
τ2 p0ð Þ if p0 ≥ θ c1ð Þ

(

Define θ0(c1,c0) :=c0/2+(a+c1)/4 and

θ̂1 c1ð Þ := 4c1 + a−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2−7ac1 + c21

q� �
= 5 and

θ̂2 c1ð Þ := a= 14 + 13c1 = 14

Let −ρ ≡ 23 = 121 + 84
ffiffiffi
2

ph i
. Define the continuous function θ̂ by

θ̂ c1ð Þ := θ̂1 c1ð Þ if c1b−ρa
θ̂2 c1ð Þ if c1≥−ρa

8><
>:
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